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35 Republicans Defy Trump and GOP
Leaders to Push Capitol Riots Probe
U.S. jobless claims were at their lowest
levels since March of last year according to
numbers released Thursday. Hiring is on the
rise, as are renewed questions about the
need for the weekly $300 ...
Officials give Congress few answers on Afghanistan
pullout
How the Meatpacking Industry Became a Hotbed
of COVID-19 A key congressional panel launched
an investigation this week into the wave of
COVID-19 infections that killed hundreds of
workers at ...
The Uphill Battle to Learn
COVID Origins
The government has made no
meaningful response and
continues to believe that it

alone has the answers. The
situation brooks no delay.”
The Congress firmly believed
that fighting COVID-19 was ...

Did the FBI set up two Members of
Congress for political attack under ...
and Senators Ron Johnson and Chuck
Grassley are rightly demanding
answers. On Monday the Republicans
sent a letter to ...
Congress Passes Bill To Counter The Rise In
Anti-Asian Hate Crimes
Congress finally heard from key Cabinet-level
witnesses this week concerning the assault on
the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6. While the hearing
shed light on events related to the attack, it
also showed, ...
After Hundreds of Meatpacking Workers
Died From COVID-19, Congress Wants
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Answers
Defense officials had few solid answers
Wednesday as frustrated lawmakers sought
details on how the United States will keep the
terrorist threat from reemerging in Afghanistan
after American and ...
Can Congress budget? (with Allen
Schick)
To ask is to answer. As is their wont,
Congress uses money to try to impose
... Those who choose to see America as
“irredeemably racist” and work to
change almost everything about it ...
How Congress is pushing for our
schools to teach racialist anti-
Americanism
As drought and climate change make fires
worse, officials are returning to Native
nations’ time-tested techniques. Returning

the land would be better.
US Commerce Secretary on
unemployment checks, women in the work
force and inflation
I've got to work a little harder." As it’s
become clearer that reconciliation bills are
the chief vehicle for moving anything
through Congress ... seeking definitive
answers about whether ...
Indigenous Land Management Is the Best
Answer to the Wildfire Crisis
Legislation to create a bipartisan,
independent commission to study the
events of Jan. 6 has passed the House,
but it faces a tough obstacle in the Senate,
where support from 10 Republicans would
be ...
Opinions | Congress proved it can’t
handle the Jan. 6 mess. The right
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commission could.
And actions by the EU often serve as
models or benchmarks for regulatory
actions eventually adopted in the U.S. Rest
assured that members of Congress ... let
the market work it out, leaving ...
Letter: Congress has chance to fix
homelessness
Members of the House Armed Services
Committee express frustration as they
seek details on how the U.S. will keep
the terrorist threat from re-emerging
there.
The Congress At Work Answers
Proposals in Congress would increase
the ... thank them for their work and
request the passing of these and other
answers to end the homelessness crisis

in the world’s richest country.
Is The House Of Representatives A
Hostile Work Environment?
The Congress At Work Answers
Sonia says Centre thinks it alone has
answers to fight COVID-19
The legislation, which had near-
unanimous support from the Senate,
now goes to President Biden's desk for
his signature.
Between Redistricting, Changing
Demographics And New Political
Trends, Doug Lamborn’s Long Tenure
In Congress Faces New Challenges
An independent commission to study
the Jan. 6 Capitol insurrection would be
modeled after a similar panel that
studied the 9/11 terrorist attacks and
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has long been hailed as a ...
What is the scope of the proposed Jan. 6
commission? And is there a Plan B?
Alex WongOver the objections of GOP
leaders, the House passed a bill
Wednesday that would create a bipartisan
and independent commission to examine
the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol.The
House ...
The FBI’s Dubious Briefing
If you follow politics at all, you’ve
probably heard about Rep. Marjorie
Taylor Green and her aggressive
behavior towards Rep. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez in Congress. Political
ramifications aside, ...
EXPLAINER: How Congress’ Jan. 6
commission would work

As Americans begin to slowly emerge
from the government’s COVID
restrictions, Members of Congress are
demanding to know the origins of the
virus but face an administration that is
not forthcoming.
The arcane legislative maneuver ‘sucking up
all the oxygen in D.C.’
Lamborn has represented the people of the
5th Congressional District, Colorado’s safest
Republican Congressional seat, for the past
14 years.
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